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Log In and Navigation
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Log In

www.copycentral.co.uk

To either reset your
password or set it for the first 
time, click ‘Forgotten 
Password’ to receive email 
instructions. 
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Home Page

As soon as you log in, you will 
land on your homepage, from 
where you can navigate to 
different areas of CopyCentral.
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Watch List
Clock Numbers you add to the 
Watch List are displayed here.

NOTE: Clicking on the Submission ID will 
show the specific details for that 
submission such as paperwork and the 
ability to view the actual video file. 

My View contains submissions you had 
added to the watch list yourself, they are 
also put into the Company View as well 
which is what everyone in your company 
has added to their watch list all in one view. 

Adding a Clock Number that has 
been created on CopyCentral will 
be displayed with a clickable 
submission ID attached, whereas
adding a clock number that hasn’t
yet been created on CopyCentral
will be displayed without one. 

You can change your view, edit or 
delete an entry, and you can add a 
New Clock Number along the right 
hand side. 
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Watch List

NOTE: You can export/delete multiple
submissions at once by ticking more than 
one box along the left hand side – you will 
be asked to confirm these actions once 
exporting/deleting. 

You can export/delete one or multiple 
Watch List items at the same time.
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Export File Example

You can open this file with 
NotePad, WordPad, or Text Edit.

When you export a file it will be 
downloaded automatically. 
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Export File Example

To add a new clock number, click 
‘New Clock Number’ from the watch 
list view and then fill in the 
information.  
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Item Search
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Search

You can search for a 
submission in the top 

bar or use the 
advanced search 

filters along the left. 

NOTE: Clicking on the Clock number will
show the specific details for that

submission, such as paperwork and the 
ability to view the actual video/script file.

There are various 
fields to enter and 
help your search, 

even if you don’t have 
the specific clock 
number to hand. 
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Search - TVC

NOTE: Here is the paperwork entered for music 
details, along with visual and voice-over artists. 

You can view 
submission details, 

feedback, script and 
Final Actions along 
the according left-

hand tabs

You can view the TVC 
here. 
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Search - Legacy TVC

You can view TVC information including 
external/internal comments and any files 

related to submissions such as the script. You 
can also see the restrictions, presentations, and 

final actions made on the submission. 

You can search for 
legacy TVCs, which are 
clocks submitted pre-

CopyCentral (on 
Adway) and are 

displayed slightly 
differently. 
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Admin
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The Admin area for 
your company shows 

your existing 
company details, and 

its users.

Admin

If you are a Super-User for 
your organisation, you will 
be able to edit the info and 

add new users. 
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Adding A New User 
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If you are a super-user for
your company, go to your 
‘Admin’ section and then 

select ‘Users’ to view your 
users.

Adding a New User 

Greyed-out users are disabled. 
Please not that once an email 

is added to CopyCentral, it 
cannot be mov ed or changed, 

only disabled from future 
access.
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Fill in the required 
information. Remember it 

is the company’s 
responsibility to keep 

contact details up to date. 

Adding a New User 

Here you can choose 
whether to add as a user or 
super-user. (A super-user 
can other users and make 

admin changes.)
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Once created, you can go
onto that user profile to
see info including their

teams and whether they
have logged onto the

platform yet. 

Adding a New User 

You can disable the user or 
edit their details from this 

page. 
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Appendixes



STATUS MEANING
Awaiting Upload The submission has been created but the video has not yet been uploaded

Awaiting Transcode A video has been uploaded to the submission and is awaiting transcode

Transcoding The video is being transcoded (including technical and PSE tests)

Parked The video has failed transcode and is awaiting a new version

Longform Review (Teleshopping Only) Submission has been sent to a Teleshopping exec to preview before ingest checks

Awaiting Ingest Checks Video has passed transcoding and is waiting for ingest checks to complete. 

Refused at Ingest There was an error found in ingest and it has been sent back to the agency. This could 
include an incorrect or missing clock slate, failed supers, or poor file quality. A clocked 
submission will most likely need to be re-clocked and the ingest team will offer advice on 
solving the error. 

With Operations Ingest checks have been completed and the paperwork/submission data is being checked 
against the video provided. 

Requires Amends The operations team have requested more information to be inputted such as music or 
artist details. The agency will need to amend and ‘Return to Clearcast.’

Ops Checks Complete Operations have approved their checks and sent onto the exec. 

With Agency / Pending The submission has been sent back to the agency with feedback as to why provided. 

With Clearcast The agency have returned the file to Clearcast after making amends. 

Sent for Comments The submission has been sent for discussion between execs. 

Back from Comments Comments have been made by other copy execs and sent back to the original exec.

Approver: ‘Joe Exec’ A submission has been sent to a senior exec for approval.

Submission Statuses



STATUS APPLIES TO

ACCEPTABLE LINEAR

ADVICE OK VOD

ADVICE OK: CAUTION VOD

PROVISIONALLY APPROVED LINEAR & VOD

SUSPENDED LINEAR

UNACCEPTABLE LINEAR

ADVICE: NOT OK VOD

WITHDRAWN LINEAR & VOD

Final Action Statuses

Contact the helpdesk via 
help@clearcast.co.uk if 
you have any questions!

mailto:help@clearcast.co.uk



